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“THE SPIRIT of the LAW and the LAW of the SPIRIT
Overcoming Perfectionism
HEBREWS 10:1-18

 THE PRISON of PERFECTIONISM PROVERBS 29:25
 Always feeling inadequate

The Spirit of the Law…

1. ______________ OUR IMPERFECTIONS vss. 1-4
“We are not __________ __________.”
The Law…





Cannot ____________ Us vs. 1
Constantly ____________ Us vss. 3, 4
GALATIANS 5:1; ROMANS 8:1

The Law of the Spirit…

2. _______________ US PERFECTION vss. 5-18
“PERFECTION” = “Access to God without the constant necessity of removing the barrier of freshly

accumulated sin.”
Jesus…



___________ GOD’S PERFECTION vss. 5-7; PSALM 51:16, 17
__________ US with PERFECTION VS. 14
o
o

HE PUTS HIS _________ in US vss. 15, 16; JOHN 16:13; PHILIPPIANS 1:6
HE ____________ OUR SINS for US vss. 17, 18;
2 CORINTHIANS 5:21

APPLICATION  JOHN 1:12; ROMANS 15:7
"God loves and accepts us as we are,
and too much to leave us as we are.”

Grace Sermons can be heard on the internet at www.GraceGardenGrove.org/sermons

9 SIGNS YOU MIGHT BE a PERFECTIONIST
You might be a perfectionist and not even know it. You may not have a meticulously
organized junk drawer or a closet full of clothes organized by color or sleeve length, but
perfectionist traits may still be affecting your life—and holding you back. Can you relate
to any of these habits?
1. YOU THINK IN ALL-OR-NOTHING TERMS.
Something is either right or wrong, good or bad, perfect or a disaster. You tend to
think in one extreme or the other, rather than seeing the characteristics of people and
situations existing along a continuum. For example, you tend to think, "She is mean,”
instead of, “She can sometimes be mean.”
2. YOU THINK, AND THEN ACT, IN EXTREMES.
Have you ever acted on a sentiment like this, more than once? "I had one cookie and
screwed up my diet...I might as well eat them all.”
3. YOU CAN’T TRUST OTHERS TO DO A TASK CORRECTLY, SO YOU RARELY DELEGATE.
Others may see you as a micro-manager or control-freak, but you see your actions as
just wanting to get the job done right.
4. YOU HAVE DEMANDING STANDARDS FOR YOURSELF AND OTHERS.
You believe in always giving your best and you expect others to do the same. And
you are scared to death of looking like a failure.
5. YOU HAVE TROUBLE COMPLETING A PROJECT BECAUSE YOU THINK THERE IS
ALWAYS SOMETHING MORE YOU CAN DO TO MAKE IT BETTER.
You obsess about sharing your book, project, meal, invitation, business card, website,
article, or speech with others. You want to make sure your work is the best it can be
before revealing it.
6. YOU USE THE WORD “SHOULD” A LOT.
“I should do this," and “They should do that,” may be common phrases, both out loud
and inside your head. You have certain “rules” you believe that you, and others,
should follow. And when those rules aren't followed, you are not pleased.
7. YOUR SELF-CONFIDENCE DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU ACCOMPLISH AND HOW OTHERS
REACT TO YOU.
You strive for excellence and need validation from others to feel good about your
accomplishments. What’s more, once you have achieved a goal, you quickly move on
to the next one.
8. YOU TEND TO FIXATE ON SOMETHING YOU MESSED UP.
You may have done something right, but still focus instead on the one mistake you
made.
9. YOU PROCRASTINATE, OR AVOID SITUATIONS WHERE YOU THINK YOU MIGHT NOT
EXCEL.
It may seem counterintuitive, but many people who procrastinate or avoid doing
something are actually perfectionists: They're afraid they will fail. Their rationale is,
“I might not be able to do it perfectly, so why bother at all?”
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/better-perfect/201611/9-signs-you-might-be-perfectionist

